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Slide 1 
1.Great to be here today (30 sec.) 
Firstly I would like to thank Alzhiemer’s Australia and Pfizer for their financial assistance 
which has allowed us to attend the conference.  Without their support Graham and I would 
not have been able to attend.     
I’m told you should always start a presentation like this with a joke so here goes - 
(inset into original notes from take recording– joke deleted) What do you do when 
you turn up to speak at a conference like this one with a joke to start with and the 
first keynote speaker steals your joke?  I’m afraid you will just have to miss out here.         
 
2. What I would like to do is to share something of my journey as a person with Younger 
onset Alzheimer’s disease, who lives in a rural area and the difference it makes when real 
care and help are available. 
 
3.  4 years ago I was dying from dementia, now I am living with it. 
 
4.Let’s take a walk together and see something of the transition and how it has happen 
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 Slide 2 
 
Living in Rural Area (30 seconds) 

1. Graham and I love country living.  
I don’t think there is a better way of life. 

 
2. 1999 started wonderfully, as far as we were concerned life was as near to perfect as it 
was possible for it to be. 
 
3. We moved to Meekatharra in 1997to continue the work we loved amongst the 
aboriginal people, Meeka is a little town 750kms North East of Perth, describes by a 
previous PM’s wife as the end of the earth. 
 
5.The district has a population of approx 1000. 
 
As far as we are concerned it’s a Great lifestyle (30 seconds) 
 
6.We started a church there and, by ’99 not only was that one doing well but we had 
another at Mt. Magnet, 200 kms away.  I was automating the school library as well, so life 
was busy but it was good. 
 
We were where we wanted to be, doing what we wanted to do and feeling we were doing 
it well. 
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Diagnosis         (50 seconds) 
 
I can’t tell you when we first noticed that things were going wrong, but by 3rd term I was 
having problems with the library procedures as well as being extremely tired so I quit the 
library. 
 
In our work we had gotten to know the doctors well and when I eventually plucked up the 
courage to speak to one about my concerns she wasn’t surprised. 
 
You see she had already noticed that I was having difficulties with language and mixing 
things up. 
 
What came next absolutely floored me.   
Her response was ‘I think you probably had early stage dementia’.  
 
2.I was stunned.  I had nursed people with dementia, it was an old peoples disease.  Sure I 
had concerns about things but surely she couldn’t think it was dementia.  I was only 59 
years old.  I had never heard of younger onset dementia. 
 
Lack of Information or support (30seconds) 
 
4. Looking back, I think, one of the things that I find most disturbing is that Dr. gave her 
assessment, and later her final dx, when I was there alone.  She didn’t get Graham down, 
she didn’t offer any counselling or support. 
 
All the information I got, when I asked about likely progress of the disease at that time, 
was that it was likely, based on the decline they had witnessed, that in 5 years I would be 
in a nursing home and not able to recognise family and friends. (that was 5 years 3 months 
ago) 
I was told to go home, enjoy my family and make the most of the time I had left. 
 
Were they wrong? Who knows! If things had continued as they were perhaps that is how I 
would have been today. 
 
6.Dying from dementia (40 seconds) 

 
1. At that stage I would say that I was dying from dementia. 

 
2. I lost hope, saw no future and felt that the wonderful life we had know was finished 

and that there was nothing for me to accomplish or look forward to.  I felt everyone 
would be better if I was no longer there. 

 
3.During 2000 I would say I hit rock bottom. 
 
4. How far I had gone down showed up in September. Gra’s Dad was killed in a vehicle 
accident. 
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5. Organising funerals was a natural part of our ministry  
 
6.The family looked to me as the one who ‘ does these things and knows how to hold us 
together’ but that person wasn’t there. I’m afraid at that time she was long gone. 
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Slide 4   Move to Albany(40 seconds)
1.Christmas 2000 we thought things couldn’t get worse.  
I struggling with AD, Graham had inherited his family home so we moved from 
Meekatharra to Albany.  
It was a hard move. 
Mum and Dad were missing from the house, we had to leave our church behind and settle 
into a new community, find a new doctor and make new friends. 
The house was a special one with wonderful views like this one from the balcony. 
It was unfortunately built on the side of a fairly steep hill, with the house 30 meters from 
the road and mailbox.   
As Gra often said you needed a cut lunch and a water bag to go collect the mail. 
As well I was allergic to the insulation and the stairs were too much for me. 
The end result of this was an increase in General health problems(10sec)
Leading to frequent hospitalisation with asthma and heart during 2001 and so we sold the 
house and again moved. 
 
3.Still no support for dementia problems.(10 seconds) 
  I was still unaware of any medication available, and we still had no support.  There 
seemed to be no light at the end of the tunnel 
I was depressed and totally lacking in self-esteem 
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Slide 5 
What a difference a day makes (20 seconds) 
On the way to cardiac program in September 01 we saw a notice which said something 
simple like Do you have problems with memory  -come to a meeting at the Esplanade at 
such and such a date and time. 
Alzheimer’s Association, as it was then, had just come to town. 
 
Alz. Aust. Comes to town. (10 seconds) 
2.Alzheimer’s folks introduce us to testing, the availability of medications and support 
available and told us about the living with memory loss course they planned to run, the 
first in our region. 
 
3.New hope (15 seconds)–
When they heard my experience they encouraged us to talk with our new doctor.  We 
hadn’t even told her about my diagnosis because we didn’t think there was anything she 
could do for us. 
By this time also, we had come to terms spiritually with what was happening to me and 
were finding out for ourselves what purpose there was for me in it. 
 
4.Diagnosis re-confirmed         (10 seconds)
MMSE and hierarchical tests done and showed the areas most affected. After that I was 
sent to physician and psychiatrist for confirmation. 
 
5.Medications introduced          (20sec)–  
It was at this time that medications were introduced.  My experiences with them have been 
good and bad - We saw quite an improvement for a time then started to go down hill 
again. 
It was so great to regain some of my abilities and see improvement in others.  I was 
swapped to Aricept about 2 years ago and have been really good on that, although when I 
am honest with myself I know there is still a slow but steady decline. 
 
6. October 2001 – what a difference that made. We Attended first living with memory loss 
course (40sec) we found we weren’t alone. We were given hope and strategies. 
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We were able to share with others in the same situation, although the others on the course 
were much older than ourselves.  
I might add here that our girls have been good to me in another way, I couldn’t remember 
the first course so they included us in a later course.  I personally think this is a great thing 
if and when it is possible as I got far more out of the second one.  
Between the help we were given there and the spiritual peace we had found in our 
situation, I was again able to face life and look forward to a future. 
 
Opening of Hawthorn House. (10 seconds) 

1. May 2002 Hawthorn House opened and that has been a real blessing.  The help and 
support we have received has been  
wonderful 
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Slide 3 
 Difficulties caused by Younger onset (10sec 

I’d like to take a few minutes to talk about the difficulties caused by our age in younger 
onset . 

Trouble getting a diagnosis  (20 seconds) 
– Many Drs. still consider it a disease of the elderly.    
– I don’t know if any of you have read the book Young hope written by Tracy 

Mobley.  Amongst other things Tracy went through serious surgery because 
the Drs. Wouldn’t believe the problems could be Alz at her age. 

 
2. Unable to work effectively (20 seconds) 

I think one of our biggest frustrations in the early stages is the problems we experienced in 
jobs we know so well.  
For younger onset people who still in the workforce the $64,000 question is ‘When do I 
give up work’?   
 
I’d like to stress here the importance of early dx and the introduction of medications such 
as Aricept, or one of the other early stage drugs. These can help to delay the decision to 
finish work and allow better time for future planning 
 

3. Loss of income   (15 seconds) 
When the time comes to quit work we have concerns for the others who depend on us 
financially.  
Additional to this is the financial burden of cost of medication/x-rays Not all costs are 
covered  
 

4. Lack of acceptance 15 seconds) 
Other people’s perceptions of us can be so wrong.  Many don’t believe we really do have 
AD because of our age; we are said to be Malingering, not trying, attention seeking and 
that old red herring of “and just what did you get up to last night?” 
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5. Family responsibilities  (1.50 mins) 
I have really grave concerns for those with young children – People like the young ladies 
on the screen.  It’s hard enough when our children are adults but what about if they are 
babies or primary school children.  How do we care for them 

 
The following post from our message board, is used with permission of the writer, a 
very young Mum with a 2 year old 

“Oh how I cried! You have no idea how close to home you just hit. We are involved with 
child protective services now. 

Some very well intended person assumed I was on drugs. When an investigator came they 
found the house a mess and took away my son.  

My husband had recently been hospitalised because of illness, my son, who had been an ill 
premmie was breast feeding and I was helping to care for my terminally ill mom. We own 
and operating our own business.  

It was too much for me and I put people ahead of housework. Bad idea. 

 My husband and I separated for a while as two chances at getting kid back was better than 
one and I immediately got physical custody back.  

My son is still in protective custody even though he is at home with us. We had hoped our 
child welfare case would close before they found out I had AD, but that didn’t happen.  

One day while a case worker was calling me lazy my husband came to my defence by 
saying I had AD. Her remark was "Really! So how do I know you won’t forget your son?" 
All I could do was cry. I asked if I could pay for a live in housekeeper and was told no. I 
get surprise inspections and live terrified daily that they will show up on a bad day You 
have no idea what its like to live not only the normal fears of this disease, but the fear of 
losing you child to the state because you have a handicap. The system doesn’t know what 
to do that will help me but disregards my suggestions. Sometimes I want to run away so 
my husband doesn’t have to lose his son too. 

Young parents who develop Dementia have special and critical needs that must be met 
with real help and understanding. 
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6. Support programs tailored to older onset.(30 seconds) 
It is so important for younger onset people have support programs that allow them to 
maintain skills and interest for as long as possible and help to retain as much self esteem 
as possible. 
 
 My personal experience is that there is an ongoing need for the kind of facilitated 
discussion between people with dementia that characterises the second half of the sessions 
in the Living with Memory Loss courses and support groups. 
I understand and appreciate the financial restraints that have brought about the current 
policy but I believe there is a need here that is unmet at present. 
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Slide 6 Supporting the whole person (15 seconds on picture) 
So often we feel that we are like guinea pigs, being measured for this and that, tested here, 
c.t. scaned there 
But the support that is released by it makes a great difference. 
 
 Importance of supporting the whole person(30 seconds ) 
Support groups are marvellous for making you feel normal - I’ll never forget our first 
outing with our support group– we went to Denmark about 50kms from Albany for a 
barbeque. 
We had 2 Alz.. Staffers with us and had a wonderful time. 
The one of the care partners and a staff member lit the gas barbeque and we socialized 
while we waited, and waited and waited for the meat to cook. 
Eventually some of the folk said ‘an hour is long enough’ and went to a nearby shop to 
buy some lunch.  
While they were away one of the clients had a look at the barbeque and suggested we 
should take off the lid - that way the meat would cook!! The marks on the lid indicated we 
weren’t the first to be caught. 
We all had a good laugh at the expense of the cooks but went home feeling more normal 
Incidentally this story is never to leave Albany so promise you won’t tell anyone won’t 
you  
 
 
Day clubs (45 seconds) 
How do we care here in Australia for our early onset people? I can only speak as I have 
found the care through our local Hawthorn House. 
Day or home clubs: I believe these are vitally important, a day while the care- partners 
have some respite time, but I would like to say that I feel that too often the benefits that 
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could be achieved are not found because people don’t fully understand what we want 
and need. 
These places should not just be baby-sitting centres.  So often, once we have this 
diagnosis, people can tend to put us aside, not wanting to over extend us. Not wanted to 
ask too much of us, perhaps uncertain of what we care capable of doing.   
For whatever reason, we can be babysat instead of being challenged to ‘use it or lose it.’.   
 
I realise that most of these folks are well intentioned, but we need to be stimulated to keep 
what we still have in the intellectual area.   
 
Home Respite care (20 seconds) – We have found this to be one of the best things that has 
happened for us. Cheril, my present carer is good match and she has proven to be a real 
angel.  Encouraging me, helping me, putting me right when I need it.  Often just being a 
friend to whom I can talk and express my concerns while we do something that helps to 
rebuild or retain my skills and self-esteem. 
 
Medical care (40 seconds)– 
Our experience with Medical care has been mixed and it seems this is so often the case, 
especially with younger onset people. 
Medical people tend to think that it is just an older persons disease. 
One Dr., who shall remain nameless, even told us I couldn’t have AD, he knew, he had 
treated them in nursing homes and if I had it I wouldn’t be able to carry on a normal 
conversation. 
We went through a really bad time when he had my authority for my alz. Medication 
cancelled. 
What he didn’t know is that my Grandma’s maiden name was Gabb & I had inherited the 
gift thereof. 
He didn’t know me before I began to go down and was unaware of how much ground I 
had lost. From an IQ of 148 to my current 112. It meant nothing to him. 
Fortunately a change of Drs. meant that it was re-instated although I never fully regained 
the ground I lost at that time. 
Finding a Dr. that is willing to keep up with progress in the field of treatment and 
understanding of dementia is so important and I just wish there was some way we could 
reach more of the medical profession. 
 
Spiritual care (15 seconds) – I can’t emphasise enough how important it is to give people 
the spiritual support relevant to them culturally. 
 
Body and soul or psychie will decrease but – if fed- our spirit remains intact. 
Because of this it is important to give the people spiritual care that is appropriate to them. 
I’ll say more about this in the movie clip in the next slide. 
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Movie clip 
removed – text 
inserted in 
notes 

 
Slide 7  Making a difference  

 
Benefit of early diagnosis (15 seconds) 
1.I think one of the biggest benefits of early diagnosis, especially with younger onset is 
that  we can still make a difference 
One thing that has come from my acceptance of my situation is my determination to make 
a difference, to do what I can to help break down the stigma and misunderstanding in the 
general community. 
 
We are able to have Effective input (20 seconds) 
2. People need to realise we CAN still have effective input e.g. client advisory groups and 
I am keen, along with friends from, DASNI, to have input into the Canberra summit later 
this year. 
I’m just sorry that the policy workshop for people with dementia is being held during this 
session. 
I very much wanted to have an input into that. 
 
Speaking out.to bring understand and support 15 seconds 
3.  I’ve been fortunate enough to be able to speak at community meetings and public 
forums to make people aware of needs and also of support that is available and to raise 
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community awareness of the fact that, after diagnosis., we are still functioning human 
beings, albeit now at a lesser level. 
 
4.Hospital  talks (50 seconds)  
A very bad hospital experience led to my being involved with hospital seminar sessions.   
While in hospital with asthma, after my diagnosis was added to my chart, I was treated as 
an incompetent. What I said or thought was not listened to by some of the staff. 
When I asked for stronger pain tables because of severe neck pain, , I was told you don’t 
have problems with your neck, just asthma.  
I don’t know why they thought Dr had ordered them, anyway, because I was distressed 
and finding communication impossible in the situation I said I just want Graham to take 
me home and hang me - of course I was written up as suicidal – we use cervical traction at 
home.  Well I can understand what happened and even find it funny now 
Anyway, we are now trying to educate the nursing staff to look at the whole person and 
listen to what they are saying wether they are able to verbally communicate or not. 
 
DVD (3 minutes 20 seconds) 
We have been putting together a video as part of a training package for hospitals in acute 
care I have a clip from it here  

(Play DVD)   
(Text from clip inserted here) 

What’s it like for me now? 
Firstly, I would say basically I’m still the same person. 

Yes things have happened, I’ve lost skills, I’ve lost abilities, but the basic me is still the 
same. 

I‘ve always loved people, I didn’t care if it was big mobs or just a few. I loved people. 
Now it has to be in small numbers because I can’t cope with a whole lot of people, 

multiple conversations and a lot of noise going on around me. 
I’ve always loved listening to people and helping people but these days I don’t trust my 

judgement to counsel or advise them anymore, I can only be a listening ear. 
My values are still the same. 

The things that are important to me haven’t changed. At least not the fact  they are 
important, just the way they relate in life has changed.  

Family, friends and faith are my mainstay. 
My Faith is still the same and one thing I would say to you here is something I am finding 

talking to people worldwide is that, as the physical man goes down, as the mental man 
goes down, lthe spiritual man stays stead so a person’s spirituality becomes so important. 

You need to pay particular attention to feeding and care of the spiritual part of each 
person. 

I think you hear a lot of it now in your holistic nursing. 
The Spiritual person becomes more important to people as they decline and it is an area 

you need to keep an eye on and address with them 
I know I have become more dependent on God. 

I have grown even closer to Him in my need at this time. 
He holds my future and that is my security. 

We value ourselves so often for what we can do and how we do it. 
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We see our self value as tied in with how well we achieve things and when you get 
dementia, to begin with, your self value goes down so far that it can cause depression. 

I would like to do an activity with now you that will help you understand why we feel as 
we do. 

You have got pencil and paper there in your folders.  Little slips with a paper clip on them. 
On those pieces of paper I want to to write down for me on a couple of pieces what you 

feel your most important roles in life are.  One role on each piece of paper. 
What you think your greatest achievements are and perhaps your favourite hobby or 

interest. 
If you can just write those each on a piece of paper for me. 

Now I need you to just randomly take 2 or three of those pieces of paper out. 
(end of talking – but clip continues) 

What you are seeing here is the people screwing up those papers and ‘losing’ some of their 
important abilities. 

You can see by their reaction how they were effected by the exercise. 
We are hoping the DVD will be finished soon. 

(end of movie clip) 
Look out for the complete training package which we hope will be finished and launch 
through Alzheimer’s Australia W.A. sometime later this year. 
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Slide 8 Another New Hope – DASNI (10 sec) 

1. At the 2nd LWML course I was introduced to another hope via brochure about 
DASNI   

2. I love of computers, and computing is one of my best remaining skills therefore it is 
very important to me. 

3. Dementia Advocacy and Support Network International.(15 seconds)  
4. DASNI is a worldwide non-profit organisation for and by those diagnosed with 

dementia, working together to improve our quality of life. 
5. Our membership from a large number of countries and we have 7 nationalities on 

our board) 
 

3. Meet DASSY (15 seconds)!!! 
This is our logo. 
We, with dementia are turtles, but we have wings in the form of our care-partners and 
friends and, with their help, can rise up, lifting each other up as we go. 

There is a collective strength as well as our individual weaknesses. 
The forget-me-not flower signifies our wish to be loved and remembered for who we are 
and what we can do, not for our problems and disabilities.  
 
4.Effective peer support  (30 seconds) 

Within this group we find others who stand in our shoes, people who are experiencing 
what we are, not just head knowledge. 
Wecelebrate each others victories, console in the losses We help one another with 
practical hints on ways we have found to handle, overcome or live with the situations 
we face. 
 
Some of our members have given plenary presentations at ADI and Alz. Association 
conferences in various parts of the world and one of our founding members, Christine 
Bryden is our representative at ADI.  She is the first person with dementia to be elected 
to that body. Needless to say we are very proud of her and her determination, 
contributions and achievements. 

 
5.We have a Chat room and message board. (10 seconds) 
you will find a  fact sheet about DASNI in your delegate bag that gives you more info. 
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6.Keep up to date with latest research and medications. (10 seconds) 
 We also discuss medication and effects, especially with folks who come and are recently 
diagnosed or have just started a particular med. 
We have taken part in some research and keep abreast of what is happening in research 
that gives hope for us and for our families. 
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Slide 9  Our quilts (10 seconds) 
1.While working on fundraising committee we decided to make a quilt – 2 reasons 
 (a) raise funds to finance our yahoo sites 

(b) as an activity to involve people from all countries involved. 
 
International Effort (15 seconds) 
It has been and incredible experience co-ordinating this project.  Folks from everywhere 
were enthusiastic and so with the help of friends who are award-winning quilters  we 
finished up with so many squares that we now have 2 quilts. 
 
People with dementia and care partners (10) 
3.People who contributed squares were mostly people with dementia or family of folks 
who are no longer able to do one but wished to participate and some memorial squares. 
 
Community Help (10seconds) 
The community help that has been available has been awesome: fabric shop that has given 
material, the professional quilter, Cheril, my respite angel, day clubs who have supported. 
All these folks have been a great support to us. 
 
6.You can see one of the quilts in the display area.(15 seconds).Better still you can buy a 
ticket in our raffle and hopefully take it home with you. 
Watch out for Paul and Graham who are wandering around the convention selling tickets 
as well. 
 
9.The raffle will be drawn Friday (10 seconds) 
so don’t miss out. 
10.All in all, it has been a success already in the enjoyment it has given so many people 
who are living with this disease. It has also been an eye opener to many folks as they have 
discovered that people living with dementia a still capable of producing great work. 
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Slide 10 - Living with dementia not dying from it  

1. Living Positively(20) 
I think the most important lesson I have learned is that the only way to successfully live 
life now is to do so positively. 
A diagnosis of dementia is not the end of life as we know it.  As my good friend Jay 
says – we were born with a terminal illness called life – they just changed our 
diagnosis. 
I prefer to look at my glass as half full not half empty. 
I know that God has a purpose for my life still and I intend to make what is happening 
to me count for something and, as far as I am able.           
My greatest desire is to make life better for those who follow after me with this disease, 
until a cure is found and readily available. 

2. Choices to be made(20 seconds) 
Each of us have choices we need to make. 
We need to know what our limits are, what our goals are and how we are best able to work 
towards them. 
Each of you here who work with people with dementia also have choices to be made. 
How will you support them?  
How can you better help them to live to their full potential? 
Are you respecting and encouraging the remaining abilities.? 
What will you or can you do differently to achieve these goals. 
3. Each need to play our part(30seconds) 
If life for people with younger onset dementia is to improve in this country we each need 
to play our part. 
Doctors need to diagnose this condition earlier so that the medications can have maximum 
effect. 
Researchers need to take every effort to find a cure and diagnostic tools as soon as 
possible.  
We live in a country where we are blessed with great support for people with dementia but 
we can’t just relax and say, that’s great, we are doing well, we need to improve further the 
quality of life and the self-esteem of those who are affected by this disease, both those 
diagnosed with it and their care partners. 
4. Life is still worth living(30 seconds) 
Most importantly of all, we need to get the message out to the whole community, “Life is 
still worth living even with dementia”. People need to know this BEFORE they are 
diagnosed so that the devastation of diagnosis is not so great.  
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Each one must be encouraged and assisted to live life to the full and each one of us, as we 
do our part will progress this process. 
Together we can do it. 
As I close today I want to pay special tribute to my wonderful husband Graham. 
Without his care, support and encouragement I would never be able to do what I do. 
Thank you darling. I still love you so much and I know I always will. 
Thank you. 
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